CCC Minutes: 7/22/20.


1. June Minutes were approved.
2. Discussion of proposed readings for the program sessions. Committee members will work on selecting readings together. Ferro, Ogden, L. Brown and several others’ contributions are being evaluated. Committee Chair will receive the readings ASAP for review.
3. We took up Jill’s e-mail request that the CCC consider a CE stand-alone supervision seminar for Maryland based social workers. Decision to put the request on hold, and to solicit further information on Maryland licensing requirements and time table. Not considered a priority at this time.
4. Committee member opened discussion about her interest in registering for the program. The issue is would they continue on the committee, or might they determine that as a peer in the group, would that interfere with full participation on both the CC committee and as a classmate. The committee was supportive of whatever suits the member, and we can review the issues raised later.
5. Registrations: None yet. Addressed List-serves and posting the Program announcement far and wide was explored; including Panama, Div. 39, APA, and the American Psychoanalytic Association as targets.
   Saturating professional associations frequently was agreed on to promote interest this summer. Deadline for accepting registrations is late September. 6 students seemed the minimum preference, with a median of 12-15, excellent.
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